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trailed bale wrapper with front loading
TWISTER H / E

TWISTER

H E

wrapped bale diameter [m] 1,0–1,5 1,0–1,5

maximum bale weight [kg] 1200 1200

number of wrapping arms [pcs.] 1 2

film width [mm] 750 750

power demand [HP] 45 45

valve control lever system electrical

A double arm
wraps a bale two times faster

Protection bar
stops the arms

the moment they hit an obstacle

Feeder
with automatic film tension 

 regulation of 750 mm

A film rack
allows to take two additional  

film rolls onto the fieldA loading arm
allows to load bales of a diameter 
from 1.00 to 1.50 m and 1200 kg 

of weight, loading takes place in the 
axis of the press

Wheels
Low profile drive 
wheels 340/55-
16 make that 
the turntable is 
suspended low

Collecting arm 
can lift bale of more than 1400 kg.

The Controller
among other things, allows to work in automatic or 
manual, enables presetting the number of wraps 
and informs the operator of e.g. film defect.

Colour display
machine  
monitoring

Ergonomic 
shockproof
casing design

Gently positions 
the bales vertically.

Knife 
cuts the film and holds it until 
the next wrapping.

Camera
allows to monitor the machine and 
thus improves the comfort of work.

Baler hitch
enables the connection of the wrapper 
and a baler and their operation together.

The hydraulically 
adjustable drawbar 
enables automatic unfolding 
and folding the machine.

Fast and reliable 
wrapping of bales of a diameter of 1.2 – 1.5 m.
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cube balers
KOSTKAKOSTKA

2,1

pick-up width [m] 2,1

baling chamber width [m] 0,46

baling chamber height [m] 0,36

power demand [HP] 30

weight [kg] 1300

Feeder 
allows loading cubes on a trailer

Ground-following wheels 
follow the irregularities of the terrain

Cube length adjusting 
in the range of from 0.3 to 1.3 m

Raking wheel 
increases the width of the 

pick-up to 1.85m

Binding system
the machine is equipped with
a reliable Rasspe binding unit.

Adjustable compaction level
achievable by two springs.

Hydraulically 
controlled drawbar 
enables to set the machine in the 
transport or operating position.

Hydraulically controlled 
pick-up allows you to control the 
pick-up from the tractor cabin.
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